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Female narratives of ‘new’ citizens belonging(s) and identities in Europe: case studies from the Netherlands and Britain

Halleh Ghorashi (VU Amsterdam) and Ulrike M Vieten (University of Sheffield)

Abstract

Public discourses on citizenship, identity and nationality, which link geographical border and the boundaries of a political community, are infused with tensions and contradictions. This paper illustrates how these tensions are interwoven with multilayered notions of home, belonging, migration, citizenship, and the individual ‘longing just to be’, focusing on the Dutch and the British context. The narratives of a number of Dutch and British women, who either immigrated to the respective countries or were born to immigrants illustrates how the growing rigid integration and assimilative discourses in Europe contradict individual an anchoring in national and local communities. The narratives of women participating in these studies show multilayered angles of belonging presenting an alternative to the increasingly proposed fixed notion of positioning and national belonging. The female ‘new’ citizens in our study tell stories of individual choices, social mobility, and a sense of multiple belonging in and across different communities.
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Introduction

The British sociologist T.H. Marshall (1950), who advocated a model of social cohesion, coined the three concepts of civil, political and social citizenship. The notions of ‘cultural citizenship’ (Stevenson 2003) and ‘cosmopolitan citizenship’ (Linklater 2002) add further dimensions to current debates on citizenship, reflecting on difference, diversity and multiculturalism, and building up a well known vocabulary referring to minority group recognition in an increasingly globalized world. Lister et al. (2007: 4) argue that “[…] various forms of regimes– welfare, care, gender, citizenship and migration – dovetail together to constitute formal citizenship and to frame the lived experience of gendered (and racialised) citizenship in different ways.” Whereas these considerations address conceptual aspects of an increasingly multi-layered model of citizenship (Yuval-Davis and Werbner 1999), current integration policies in European countries are based on rigid citizenship tests. National integration policies enforce language acquisition and domestic Leitkultur values, all in all claiming to represent a liberal notion of Western civilization while pushing aggressively for domestic acculturation of newly settled citizens and migrants. Prominently, the growing exclusionary discourse in Europe presents the culture of Muslim migrants as different from and even inferior to Western culture. Stolcke (1995) refers to this dichotomization of cultures as ‘cultural fundamentalism’, which is based on a homogeneous, static, coherent, and rooted notion of culture. The gendered dimension of this culturalist discourse in the Netherlands, for example, relates to the image of Muslim women as suppressed by their cultures and especially by the men in their lives. Focusing on the Dutch and the British context, this paper illustrates the ways in which home, belonging, and the
individual ‘longing just to be’ are intertwined. Social relations, we argue, are not merely confined to the boundaries and borders of one particular nation state (Mitchell 1997; Kim-Puri 2005). A new place can become home as long as social spaces are available that allow individuals to thrive with respect to personal development, e.g. work, political engagement, friendship and intimate relationships. Anthias (2006: 21) argues “[b]elonging and social inclusion (rather than cohesion) are closely connected, although this does not mean that belonging itself brings about social inclusion (or cohesion). It is, however, through practices and experiences of social inclusion that a sense of a stake and acceptance in a society is created and maintained.” Hence, we need national policies and cultures of ‘Letting-Be’ (Kostakopoulou 2010: 838) replacing the restrictive, civic integration agenda aimed at migrants. Kostakopoulou criticises the current integration discourse and policy in Britain, but highlights that its goal of social cohesion is intertwined with similar developments in other European countries, among others, the Netherlands (2010: 830). What she calls a policy of ‘Letting-be’ is a state policy developing “a non-racialised frame of community that welcomes migrants and treats them fairly because it recognises that migrant incorporation is a long-term and multi-faceted process that takes place while people are ‘getting on with their lives’ – that is they become enmeshed in social life and form independent relations” (2010: 838).

Having this more positive outlook in mind, how can we capture these processes of ‘getting on with their lives’, and also illustrate the gendered dimensions to citizenship, migration and nation settlement/belonging that shape these processes in different European countries?

In this paper we try to capture some conceptual, but also empirical meanings of what new citizenship entails and how identities unfold in the context of home, migration
and belonging. We do so with respect to the narratives of a number of Dutch and British women with a migration background. First of all, we theoretically anchor the notion of belonging and the tension inherent to recent debates on citizenship, identities and the positioning of migrants in the Netherlands and Britain. Secondly, a number of concrete illustrations are given using personal narratives from the empirical studies. Finally, we draw together the specificities of the two national settings: their commonalities and their particularities. The following section begins with a theoretical framing of the notion of gendered belonging with reference to territoriality, nationality and citizenship in the context of migration.

**De-territorialized be-longing, home making and the challenge of being a female citizen**

Citizenship is achieved through political membership to a nation state, yet, although legally framed, it does not guarantee a sense of belonging. ‘Politics of belonging encompass and relate both citizenship and identity, adding an emotional dimension which is central to notions of belonging’ (Yuval-Davis Et. El. 2006: 1). The notion of ‘politics’ stresses “both sides of the inclusion/exclusion dynamic” (Geddes and Favell 1999: 11) and, as a result, relates to the ideological construction of symbolic boundaries regarding a national community.

Various social categories constitute a structural agenda of hierarchically instructed participation in communities and of communities. Prominently, the social divisions of gender, class, ethnicity, race (Anthias 1999) and – with respect to its politicized meaning in the 21st century – religion – are central to understanding social practices and processes that affect identity. Lister (1997) argues that the nation-state just as well as any community consists of boundaries and ‘allocative processes’ (1997: 43).
These processes operate simultaneously. The term boundary is meant to signify political borders, but also ‘social and cultural barriers’ (Entrikin 1999: 272), which erect symbolic fences between an ‘us’ and ‘them’. Thus, the demand to identify with the dominant cultural discourse could imply the ‘promise’ to be transformed from the other/Them into ‘us’. These hegemonic discourses are informed by a notion of a singular rooting of belonging which is based on what Malkki (1995) calls ‘the sedentary bias’. Although our era is defined as one of fluidity and mobility (Bauman 2000), dominant discourses on integration and belonging in Europe are primarily informed by ‘the national order of things’ in which ‘rootedness’ in a culture or a geographic territory is considered as a natural and normal feature of humanity (Malkki 1995: 509). In this sense, home is directly related to a physical space and often equated with the borders of a nation state. From a non-sedentary point of view, home is de-territorialized and re-territorialized as it becomes a space in which one is able to find satisfaction by improving oneself, or in which one can express oneself freely. The sense of belonging refers then to a particular positioning in which different places overlap (Appadurai 1997; Hall 1990, 1992; Malkki 1995). The meanings attributed to this sense of belonging are diverse, multi-layered, and dynamic because they are contextual and situational. Being at home is not linked to a physical space of the past, but to a domain where the past and the present are mediated through present choices, chances and networks. “One is at home when one inhabits a cognitive environment in which one can undertake the routines of daily life and through which one finds one’s identity best mediated—and homeless when such a cognitive environment is eschewed” (Rapport and Dawson 1998: 10). This differentiation is also made by Brah (1996: 197) by her distinction between ‘feeling at home’ and declaring a place as home.
This brings us to Deleuze’s and Guattari’s (1987) term ‘deterritorialization’ capturing the transformative space created when individuals leave the nations and places in which they grew up. Importantly, the moment of de-territorialization should be understood as followed by a process of re-territorialization (Deleuze and Guattari 1987). This moment could be regarded as initiating a life-long transformation process that becomes a different spatial site of social practices. Here, the focus is on a politically framed ‘process of becoming’ (Kannabiran 2006) implying that different national identities and realities are absorbed and could merge as a state of mind and being on its own (sui generis), which does not have a place with binary, either/or nationalities (Vieten 2006). In this case, agency refers to the “capacity to be reflexive about their situation – their ‘discursive consciousness’ – and to act upon it to make a difference” (Zanoni and Janssens (2007: 1376). As a result, agency is located in a dialectic relationship between social structure, situated in social relations and the individual self. This underscores the idea that female new citizens can be both the objects of discursive power relations and the agents of their own lives.

Both the Netherlands and Britain are shaped by a history of colonialism, international warfare, and commercial trade, albeit in different ways. What is of core importance is that in the 1980s, the Netherlands was the only continental European country that, like Britain, developed a coherent domestic policy of anti-discrimination law and multiculturalism. At the same time, the specific and divergent histories of society and state building deliver a contrasting pattern: ‘Englishness’ refers to a majority ethnicity of white Anglicans. Minority indigenous ethno-national groups of Scots and Irish fought against this hegemony on the British Islands for centuries. Since the late 20th century English hegemony is challenged politically by devolution and post-colonial critique. What is apparent and interesting to further comparative analysis is
how far a more inclusive notion of British nationality developed alongside British multiculturalism. In what ways does this symbolic space include feelings of belonging and individual capacities to act on citizenship? Did this happen in the Netherlands in a similar manner? How far do different national pathways to citizenship, and divergent notions of ethno-national political community impact on social cohesion across Europe, and, specifically, on the sense of belonging of individual females who are ‘new’ citizens? It is this frame of commonality and particularity that makes the comparison of these two EU member states important. It delivers a structural background to the ways in which visible minorities, in particular ‘migrant’ women, are still regarded in national mainstream debates as cultural and ethnic outsiders falling behind when it comes to the gendered emancipation standards’ of Western societies, making it necessary to explore to what degree ‘new’ female citizens are empowered agentsiii challenging these dominant perceptions. In the next section, the situation in the Netherlands will be outlined and discussed.

**Layered meanings of ‘being Dutch’**

Various studies on migrants and refugees in the Netherlands show that in spite of having legal citizenship many feel discursively excluded and not considered as belonging to the imagined construction of the Dutch nation (Essed and Trienekens 2008; Vasta 2007). There are several factors – conveying collective, structural and symbolic dimensions -- that contribute to the formation of discursive exclusion.

The Dutch discourse of migration has shifted several times in recent decades. Until 1980, Dutch state policy towards new migrants (as opposed to the migrations from Dutch ex-colonies) was formed with the idea that the present migrants would one day return to their home countries. Historically, this had to do with the migration of so-
called guest workers to the Netherlands at the end of the 1950s when there was a great shortage in the labour market. With the migrants’ return in the back of policymakers’ minds, policy was mainly aimed at maintaining the cultural identity of migrants rather than their integration into Dutch society until 1980. In the 1980s, the Dutch government shifted its policy regarding guest workers when it realized that migration, once viewed as temporary, had gained a more permanent character. The status of this group changed to ‘(im)migrant’ (Lutz 1999) and the focus of the policy changed increasingly towards integration instead of accommodating cultural identity of migrants. Since 1998, we observe a turn towards mandatory civic integration which is considered to be a move away from multiculturalism (Joppke 2004) or a shift towards assimilation (Vasta 2007).

In spite of the significant shifts in the policy we can observe that certain basic assumptions within the Dutch discourse on migration have remained consistent. One of these assumptions is what we referred to earlier as ‘the sedentary bias’ (Malkki 1995) in understanding migrants’ positioning. This sedentary bias considers the ‘rootedness’ of migrants in their cultural background and/or the geographic territory of their country of origin as a natural and normal feature of their positioning. This essentialist and static approach of identity and home leads to the following contradiction: migrants are legally included but discursively excluded from belonging since they are (perceived as) loyal to their ‘roots’ and not ‘real Dutch’. The use of the two terms allochtonous /autochtonous is a daunting proof of this distinction. According to the Dutch Government Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) an allochtonous is defined as a person with at least one parent born abroad, as opposed to native Dutch who are referred to as autochtonous. A further distinction is made between Western and non-Western allochtonous.

In spite of the persistence of this othering discourse concerning migrants, it is mainly since the turn of the century that we observe extreme negative approaches
towards the culture and religion of migrants (in particular of Islamic migrants) in the public space. The events of September 11, 2001 awakened a latent discomfort towards migrants within Dutch society which Entzinger (2003: 71) refers to the feeling of “a silent majority tired of multiculturalism”. There were two political murders in two years (Fortuyn in 2002 and Van Gogh in 2004) in the Netherlands that added fuel to this growing negativity. In 2002, Pim Fortuyn – by then an influential anti-Islam politician – was murdered by a native Dutch animal activist. The 2004 murder of the filmmaker and columnist Theo van Gogh by a young Moroccan-Dutch man provided new justification for even more extreme negative emphasis on Islam and the questioning of the position of Islamic migrants in the Netherlands. A country with a long-standing self-image combining multicultural promise with openness, tolerance, and liberalness came increasingly under the throes of fear, protective of its ‘national identity’ (Duyvendak, Engelen and de Haan 2008). This protective attitude has had consequences for other migrant groups as well. The most recent example is the controversy over the website of the Party of Freedom (PVV) inviting people to report negative experiences with Poles and other Eastern European. By now, the European Parliament has urged the Dutch Prime Minister Rutte to condemn the website.\textsuperscript{iv}

This increasingly exclusionary discourse clearly has gendered framing. Until the start of the new millennium, migrant women (particularly Muslim women) were invisible within the Dutch dominant discourse. They fell outside the constructed dichotomies: emancipation policies focused on white women and integration policies on non-white men (reference concealed). Influenced by the Black feminist movement in the United States and inspired by the work of Audre Lorde and others, many activists and scholars started a struggle in the Netherlands – particularly in the 1980s and 1990s – to make the situation of black and, later, migrant and refugee women visible (citation
concealed). In spite of various initiatives during that time, the focus of integration and emancipation policies remained the same. Since the start of this century, this invisibility morphed into extreme visibility and Ayaan Hirsi Ali’s plea for women’s liberation from Islam was a crucial factor (Vasta 2007). This shift towards an extensive and explicit focus on the emancipation of migrant women, in particular Islamic women, was remarkable because of its culturalist assumption (Roggeband and Verloo, 2007). The assumption was that Dutch women were already emancipated and did not need any explicit attention policy-wise, while migrant (particularly Muslim) women were in need of explicit help in order to gain emancipation. The intersection of gender, ethnicity, and religion in this assumption serves as a marker to strengthen boundaries of otherness with Muslim women’s suppressed position at the core. The rigidity of thinking in terms of absolute structures of difference does not leave room for agency of Muslim women who are assumed to be absolutely suppressed within the structures of their culture or religion. In this way, the dominant Dutch discourse makes women with Islamic backgrounds icons of otherness.

To investigate how this discursive space influences the sense of belonging of women with different backgrounds (Surinam, Turkey, Morocco, Iran and Iraq), several intensive writing sessions were organized in 2008. Narratives of the women produced in these sessions were used to understand their positioning in terms of identity and belonging. Most narratives emphasized the impact of the increasingly negative discourse on their sense of belonging to the Dutch society. The age of the women varied from 30 to 60 years old. The majority were between 45-50 years old. Most of them had enjoyed higher education and had been active for years as professionals in Dutch society. The names are real names.
Farzaneh, an Iranian-Dutch woman, who came to the Netherlands in 1983, states:

“I never felt that I was an allochtonous. For a long time I thought that the term allochtonous refers to someone who does not speak the language and is not adapted to the Dutch culture. After the murders of Fortuyn and van Gogh, this concept gained a new meaning for me. Then I realized that I was also seen as allochtonous. Before that time I was just Farzaneh, completely integrated in the society. But then I realized that I was treated differently than the autochtonous Dutch [or native Dutch]”.

This quote shows the negative connotation of the concept allochtonous. As mentioned earlier, although the concept formally refers to all Dutch citizens who have origins elsewhere, in the public discourse it is mainly used for migrants of colour distinguishing them from the ‘real’, native Dutch (Essed and Trienekens 2008).

In spite of this sense of ‘othering’, women tried to transform their feeling of pain and anger in a constructive manner to struggle for a better society as was revealed in a number of the stories. A positive take on negative experiences gave them the power to move on. The story of Oualifa, a Moroccan-Dutch woman who came to the Netherlands with her mother at the age of four to join her father who was working in the country as a guest labour migrant, illustrates this very well. She describes how difficult it was for her to resist taking on a defensive attitude to counter the increasingly negative discourse towards migrants with Islamic backgrounds that followed the events of September 11th:

“It irritated me a lot that I constantly had to defend the acts of a small minority for whom I was not responsible. I often realized that I was talking to a closed door. At some point I decided not to have a defensive attitude anymore but chose to confront the situation. Since I was living in a white neighbourhood, I started to emphasize
the joint-responsibility of the native Dutch in building a society where everybody feels at home”.

The stories also showed a range of feelings from up-rootedness to alternative forms of belonging. A nice example of this is the story of Irish, who came to the Netherlands from Surinam as a child and became a successful social worker in the Netherlands. She starts her story with this passage:

“When I saw how one of my co-travellers – an elderly woman – was sniffed and jumped at by a big sheepdog after leaving the airplane, I realized that I had to go through all the phases of 100% control that is meant for all the planes from Paramaribo. My estimation was right. I was also treated like a potential criminal and had to show my passport and tell them about the things I did in Surinam and to show them my ticket. I refused to do the last one. I told them that I did not need a ticket to leave an airplane but to board one. […] That experience at Schiphol made it clear to me that the Netherlands is not my home, and it will never become one. Maybe I had experienced the Netherlands as home far in the past, but that has changed. I live here and have built a life for myself. I got chances in life by being brought up here, but this is not my home. I feel at home with my family, my friends and my country mates, and at certain points with some of my colleagues and in my house. But this country is not my home”.

Irish’s story shows how particular incidents at the airport led to the manifestation of her sense of non-belonging in the Dutch society. It is tied to the fact that the discourse in the Netherlands has become more exclusive as well as more insulting to its residents with non-western migration backgrounds who are visibly different. The reference to the past sense of a possible belonging to the Netherlands shows how this feeling is connected to and influenced by the growing discourses of exclusion even though their focus is
mainly on Muslim migrants. This quote also shows the layers of territorial, de-territorial, and re-territorial notions of home. While crossing the Dutch border, Irish encounters the territorial dimension of what Dutch society has become and means to her. She refuses to be Dutch when she feels that she is not treated with dignity because of her background. She also detaches her feeling of belonging from the Dutch territory by making connections to the people she feels close to. Those feelings become re-territorialized in several spaces -- explicitly her own home in the Netherlands, and her ties to her compatriots in and from Surinam.

Various stories show the individual struggles of these women with contradictory feelings of in-betweenness and interrelatedness. They show multi-layered feelings of belonging to several places in which time and space overlap. Another example of this multi-layered assemblage of belonging is expressed by Samira. Samira is a successful Moroccan-Dutch entrepreneur, who arrived as a young girl in the Netherlands. The family joined the father, who came some years earlier as a “guest labour” migrant. She narrates:

“In the passing of years I have been asked many times whether I felt at home in the Netherlands. I found and find this a stupid question. I was brought up here and think and dream in Dutch. But I did not get this question only here in the Netherlands, also in Morocco. Sometimes I ask myself the question […] what would have happened to my life if my family would have stayed in Morocco. Would I have had the chances to become the person I am now? I do not think so. At the same time, I know that I have gained a lot from my family in Morocco. I believe in the power that I have inherited from my parents. It was a great offer for them to take the step to migrate to the Netherlands. The richness of this for me was
to be not only from the Netherlands but also share the world that my parents
brought with them”

This passage in Samira’s story shows how unhappy she is with the questions about her
emotional connection to the national boundaries of both the Dutch and Moroccan nation
states, giving the impression of being torn between both sides. After this initial negative
reaction she takes a positive turn by expressing what both contexts mean to her. She
also goes one step further and de-territorializes the notion of belonging by talking about
spaces of opportunities related to the possibilities of self improvement in the present and
the past. In her narrative, time and space overlap, allowing her to feel at home in both
the Netherlands and Morocco.

As these concrete passages underline, female ‘new citizens’ in the Netherlands
have to balance their multi-layered and plural experiences of national and cultural
belonging with the perceptions of the dominant Dutch culture. Whereas the narratives
show rich and complex identities, the dominant discourse demands conformity to a
mono-linear Dutch ‘ethnoscape’ (Appadurai 1996). What we see implicitly in Samira’s
story and more explicitly in others, is that many women connect their source of
belonging to the space where they can improve themselves and be free of various forms
of restrictions they may face because they are female. In their narratives they emphasize
that they are not passive victims of their cultures but active agents of change in their
own lives and also contributors to the many spaces of which they are part.

In the next section, we discuss some gendered experiences with belonging of
female South Asian British citizens. As in the Dutch study the women interviewed in
London and in Leeds share a similar middle class background either through
educational achievements or family heritage, and they also work as professionals or
academics. Further, biographical experiences with a temporary stay in different
geographical regions of the country and the particular meaning of cosmopolitan and multicultural London as the prominent point of British national pride (Vieten 2012) shape the way ‘national identity’ is perceived.

South Asian Brits: ‘being a Londoner’ or ‘from Yorkshire’

First, we will sketch some characteristics of London as a signifier of the multicultural notion of the British nation, and the connotations ascribed to some cities in North England. This helps to contextualize how the interviewees relate to the locality of their residence, to the British nation, and also to interwoven layers of further group identities. As Alexander et al. (2007) stress “local, heterogeneous and contingent networks of family, friends and neighbours” (2007: 788) provide the personal space to develop “emotion, trust and security” (ibid.). These, ‘personal communities’ (ibid.) exist alongside and as the basis for what is understood as ‘imagined communities’ (Anderson 1991). The argument of a ‘personal space’ will be explored within the regional context of biographical de-territorialization and notions of belonging.

The notion of the city of London conveys a specific vernacular cosmopolitanism (Nava 2007) that could be understood as an outcome of the long lasting history of global commercial trade on the one hand, and a specific metropolitan culture of openness and indifferent tolerance towards strangers, on the other. The London bid for the 2012 Olympic Games in 2005, for example, made a strong claim of a diverse British multicultural nation. One day after the announcement of its success, on July 7, 2005, the suicide attacks on London’s public transport vehicles resulting in the killing of 56 people turned this view on its head. The violent extremists came from Yorkshire, more precisely from Leeds and Bradford. A new form of violent religious
and so called ‘home grown’ extremism came to the fore. Attention to the social differences in England, were highlighted with the theme of ‘spatial segregation’ that had come up in the context “of the 2001 race riots’ which swept northern cities such as Oldham, Burnley, Bradford and Leeds” (Kim 2010: 128). Kim (2010: 128) observes in a reflection on the former Labour Government; “New Labour stressed the lack of deliberation among different cultural groups in the form of segregated residence rather than poverty and economic deprivation in the form of slum residence”. This is relevant as some of the very much classed structures are visible in poverty-driven, spatial segregation encompassing a culturalising discourse targeting ethno-racial minorities (Vieten 2013 forthcoming). The latter also leads to gendered assumptions of how, for example, Muslim women cope with speaking and learning English, or how South Asian girls are forced into arranged marriages (Yuval-Davis et al. 2005; Alexander et al. 2007). While the notion of ‘multiculturalism’ refers to a communitarian perspective connecting the post-colonial presence of ethnic and racial minority groups with a notion of different ‘cultures’, this focus has recently become one of religious affiliation as the basis for community cohesion. As with the situation in the Netherlands, orthodox Islam and ‘Muslim belonging’ have become extremely politicized: increasingly, moderate Muslim community activities receive public funding hinting at the British government’s strategies to use soft ‘gendered community’ tools to combat radical and extremist Islamist convictions. Further, there is a rise in profiling and policing of visibly orthodox Muslims, particularly, young men.

In the next section, a number of illustrations will show how the complex interaction of specific localities and social patterns of individual and multi-layered belonging shape female perspectives on British nationhood and citizenship. In what
ways do the women grasp their multidimensional and ‘de-territorialized’ belonging with reference to a regional, social and cultural disparity?

All interviewed women lived in London at some stage of their life. Those who live or were born in the North (Loughborough and Leeds, for example) came to London either for university studies or to start a first job. Those, who grew up in London and still live there moved temporarily to other cities while completing a university degree (Liverpool; Portsmouth) or migrated from India, for example, where first degrees were obtained (Delhi). A pattern of geographical movement is prevalent in all biographies, whether it is international migration or domestic (internal) migration. The mobility and migration frequency as documented in these narratives confirms wider patterns of internal migration with respect to South Asian Brits as the national statistic “shows whites having marginally lower migration tendencies than non-whites in the UK” (Stillwell and Hussain 2010: 1386).

Having outlined above the ways in which London works as the signifier of multicultural Britain, the North of England rather is identified with a more homogeneous (white, working class) and less cosmopolitan and metropolitan space. Reference to different spaces and places is remarkable in most narratives; Amrita for example is a human rights lawyer from Leeds, who studied in London:

“I was there for four years, and I had a great time. I was a student there, and I had lots of friends and it was good. London then was a great city. I think it is now but, it is a nicer sort of, you know, you have to make thousands and thousands, hundreds of thousands of pounds to live a really good life in London....So, yeah but Leeds, I do have a very Yorkshire side to me, too, you know, which I love, I love walking in the country here. Have you been to Bolton Abbey? It’s just oh it’s my favourite place in all the world isn’t it?”
Amrita arrived at the age of four in Britain. Her father was a hospital doctor from Galgadeh, India who took up a job offer to work as an NHS doctor in Hull, in 1976. Hull is a port city on the east coast of Yorkshire. Amrita grew up in the North and despite her years of academic studies in London, she lived in the North most of her life.

Her statement to have a ‘Yorkshire side’ makes reference to the landscape of the Dales, surrounding cities such as Leeds and Bradford and contrasting the media aired dominant image of urban deprivation and South Asian Youth’s violent anger. This dominant image is largely identified with masculinity and thus operates on gendered terms. Amrita’s statement of loving to walk in the English countryside expresses her regional belonging in distinctive gendered ways as ‘nature’ is associated with peaceful leisure activity and contains a female subtext (Räthzel 1994). Therefore, it connotes a more positive image in contrast to the ‘urban’ and disturbing space of a city. In addition, as a middle class female and a Brahman vii she inhabits and inherits a culturally laden symbolic space giving her a more self confident world view resulting, at least in part, from her privileged high-caste position. Throughout the interview, Amrita expressed a clear identification with Yorkshire, her love for London, and her regional belonging, encompassing an ease with the connotation of Britain as a multicultural nation.

Other female interview partners felt much more distress about the experiences of day-to-day racism in the North. For example, they felt threatened by an increase in voting results for the extreme right wing party, the BNP. Further intersecting dimensions, such as having a darker skin complexion, coming from a lower social class or caste, or actively expressing Muslim faith impacted on the social space the women felt they could inhabit safely.
Another example of a regional identity relates to the pride of ‘being a Londoner’. Humera, born in Pakistan and co-founder of An-Niza, a Muslim women’s group, came to London as a toddler. Humera has been very much engaged with politics since the 1960s and 70s. She refers, as does Amrita, to a specific regional locality. “If you are growing up in Kilburn in London, which is very diverse and complex inner city, by definition you are interested in political stuff and about things happening around. So I was sort of involved in those kinds of things to do with racism primarily.”

Though Humera studied in Portsmouth, a predominantly white port city on the southwest Coast, she returned to London after graduating and started working within an Islamic framework. In terms of Zeitgeist, she ‘rediscovered’ her Muslim faith later in life after engaging previously with the black anti-racism struggle of the 1970s and 1980s as did some of the other feminist interview partners and London activists. Looking at some of An-Niza’s goals, she emphasizes:

“What we say is we are an organization managed by women working for the welfare of families, so we don’t exclude men from it, men have been involved over the years and for some stuff. And of course, our perspective functions to influence men, too. But what we are saying is about creating gender harmony that is what we are interested in. So we want to look at what the blockages are in society and the reason why.”

At several stages of the interview she stressed the significance of her Muslim identity as well as the relevance of the internal diversity of the Muslim community and harmony. Her strong wish to cherish a particular ‘we’ – Muslim community and their bonds – encompassed her pragmatic attitude concentrating on local social welfare activities. Despite her sense of Muslim faith her reference point remained the London borough where she lives.
“And in the work that we did with Muslim women we found if you asked them, what is the issue that concerns you most for yourself? And ironically what they would say is invariably, we would like our husbands to have a job, and somebody to talk to them, they’d understand this and our sons, they don’t have role models and all this kind of stuff. So the first thing they want in order for them to get on with what they want is they need those things to be resolved and they need to have a better relationship with it. So, eventually that got us on to the whole issue of, particularly, Muslim fatherhood, because we have a big problem with absentee fathers, as many other communities, but either because the marriage is not working or because the men are working a lot.”

Humera’s focus on the needs of Muslim women links to an overall gendered social relationship pattern that governs larger society as well as the needs of this particular Muslim community in the London borough of Kilburn. In a hetero-normative societal framework there is a traditional expectation of women caring for the well-being of men and children. Majority and minority women likewise are embedded in communal tasks to support family, husbands or partners, and ‘their’ communities. This connotation of ‘communal belonging’ might be meant to assuage economic and emotional tensions arising between divergent family, community, and societal interests. Women are asked to ‘integrate’ and create more cohesion with reference to contradictory cultural, gender, and generational issues, for example. In that respect, Humera’s testimony of what Muslim women were asking for when approaching her organization captures a more general pattern of gendered community relations.

As elucidated earlier, a regional dimension shapes notions of national and gendered belonging in Britain in particular ways. Here, the biographical locations were
of key importance as the various sequences of migration (de-territorialization) and settlement (re-territorialization) of the interviewees altered their social position in line with different stages of life. The significance of London as the symbolic reference point to the international image of ‘multicultural Britain’, epitomising English modern commercial and post-colonial cosmopolitanism (Vieten 2012) and also conveying ‘super-diversity’ (Vertovec 2006) is not captured equally in the more ‘white’ and/or ethnically segregated North of England. In fact, all but one of interviewees, were struggling with this tension within their own narratives. This included more positive experiences with cosmopolitan and more racially and ethnically diverse London at some point in life, and experiences of more homogenous, racially divided, culturally and socially excluding living conditions elsewhere in the country. In this context, internal migration and spatial flexibility become key assets to the female capacity and identity to express multi-layered belonging and realize social mobility.

**A feminist ‘politics of becoming’**

The comparison between the narratives of minority/migrant women from Europe’s two most vocal state advocates of multiculturalism in the 1980s, the Netherlands and Britain, shows certain similarities, but also important particularities. Women participating in both studies had been active professionals and academics in their country of residence for years. Their narratives were collected by slightly different methods (in the Netherlands through intensive writing sessions and in Britain by interviews, yet with a similar focus on narrations of identity, positioning, and belonging. The narrative approach with its biographical angle of storytelling enabled us to approach individual positioning within discursive spaces in the dynamic and multilayered manner that it presents itself. The narratives provided space for
understanding the processes of negotiations of the past and the present and its manifestation through balancing acts between continuity and change.

The comparison between the two sets of data illustrates how the growing rigid integration and assimilative discourses in Europe focusing on ‘New Integrationism’ (Triadafilopoulos 2011: 864), contradicts an individual anchoring into national and local communities. Hence, ‘New Integrationism’ opposes the multi-layered belonging that shines through the narratives of the women of our studies. The narratives show how the ‘migrant’ women ‘get on with their lives’ and actively search for inclusion and for participation in society. They are particularly engaged with issues they consider to be ‘at stake in society’.

Yet, the historical and contextual embedding of the narratives in two national contexts make different patterns of positioning visible: whereas the point of reference of the Dutch women mainly is national identity, the British women displayed a variety of local (London and Leeds/Yorkshire) or layered references to the national identity (differentiating between Englishness and Britishness). The UK study ‘Understanding Society’ (2012)ix argues in a similar direction when summarizing that ‘ethnic minorities have a stronger sense of Britishness than the majority’. (2012: 14)x

Even though there is a growing local reference of belonging in the Netherlands – such as identifying as an Amsterdammer – the dominant point of reference in public debates remains on the national level. This is different in the case of Britain and relates to the tentative observations outlined in the beginning. British multiculturalism and the 21st century image of the British nation hint at a more inclusive notion of its nationality that impacts on the sense of new female citizens’ feeling at home and belonging.

Nonetheless, the individual experiences with local inclusion to the nation and its cultural image are layered with regional locality, class issues, caste, generation,
ethnicity, and race. London is regarded by all of them as their place of national and multicultural pride despite an awareness that larger parts of the country, e.g. the North, tend to be rather white or more homogeneous social spaces. Therefore a strong regional particularity impacts on their sense of belonging cutting across different religious and ethnic communities. In terms of Britain, it seems that a more inclusive discursive space for multiple belonging exists which encourages ‘new’ citizens of this study to identify as British yet in a multilayered manner.

The increased anti-Muslim and negative discourse about ‘non-Western migrants’ in the Netherlands operates as a source of exclusion even for citizens, who are legally included. Further, we elaborated that an increase of a one-dimensional assimilative discourse on national identity referred to as a mono-linear Dutch ‘ethnoscape’ goes against the dynamic and multi-layered ways of belonging that emerge from the narratives of women of our study. These women resist a notion of singular Dutch identity and show that their sources of belonging are evolving in many overlapping spaces. In their narratives, Dutch women negotiate a variety of spaces and locations and by doing so express agency in their sense of belonging.

Whereas the study of Dutch migrant women as ‘new citizens’ reveals an ambivalent emotional positioning created by a lack of symbolic inclusion to the Netherlands, the study concerning British ‘migrant’ women brought distinctive ways of belonging to the fore. British citizenship is connoted differently to Dutch nationality and – as a result - citizenship: neither Amsterdam as a cosmopolitan city nor Holland as the dominant ethno-national collective is distinguishable from an overall umbrella of Dutch nationality. In effect it is still the same; rejecting a multi-cultural, multi-layered and inclusive character.
Further comparative research is needed to follow up these patterns more in-depth with respect to post-colonial citizenship regimes, and further, in the context of contemporary European strategies to enhance inclusion, social cohesion, and facilitate alternative institutions that support efforts from citizens ‘to get on with their lives’.

All women, Dutch and British, as demonstrated here, had embarked on a process of becoming, in which different national identities and realities were being absorbed and emerged as an original state of mind and being. The different narratives and the various female journeys illustrate dynamic ways of accommodating individual agency as well as social structure. Accordingly, the notion of what it is to belong no longer corresponds to the strict boundaries of either/or nationalities. The resourcefulness of female new citizens as illustrated here combines diverse ethno-cultures and a variety of spaces as a source of belonging suggesting that they act individually as an avant-garde of an increasingly mobile contemporary society. Women’s flexibility, strength, and capacity contradict hegemonic perspectives on migrant/minority women in both countries. In this way these narratives serve as sources of inspiration to go against the often assumed determinant impact of dominant discourses on individual positioning.
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